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1.0
PURPOSE
This letter documents AECOM’s certification of the initial structural stability assessment for the TVA
Bull Run Fossil Plant’s Stilling Pond 2C and Sluice Channel. Based on this assessment, the Stilling
Pond 2C and Sluice Channel is in compliance with the structural stability requirements in the Final
CCR Rule at 40 CFR 257.73(d).
2.0
INITIAL STRUCTURAL STABILITY ASSESSMENT
As described in 40 CFR 257.73(d), documentation is required on how the Stilling Pond 2C and Sluice
Channel has been designed, constructed, operated, and maintained according to the structural
stability requirements listed in the section. This assessment considered the current
conditions and construction within the limits of the Stilling Pond 2C and Sluice Channel.
3.0
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The attached report presents the initial structural stability assessment of the Stilling Pond 2C
and Sluice Channel. The results show that the Stillilng Pond 2C and Sluice Channel meet the
structural stability requirements set forth in 40 CFR 257.73(d)(1)-(2).
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4.0
QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER CERTIFICATION
I, Thomas Kovacic, being a Professional Engineer in good standing in the State of Tennessee, do
hereby certify, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief:
1. that the information contained in this certification is prepared in accordance with
the accepted practice of engineering;
2. that the information contained herein is accurate as of the date of my signature below; and
3. that the initial structural stability assessment for the TVA Bull Run Fossil Plant’s Stilling Pond
2C and Sluice Channel meet the requirements specified in 40 CFR 257.73(d)(1)-(2).

SIGNATURE
ADDRESS:

DATE

4-13-2018

AECOM
1300 E. 9th Street
Suite 500
Cleveland, OH 44114

TELEPHONE: (216) 622-2300
ATTACHMENTS: Initial Structural Stability Assessment 40 CFR 257.73(d)(1); Existing CCR Surface
Impoundments; TVA Bull Run Fossil Plant; Stilling Pond 2C and Sluice Channel
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Project Background

On April 17, 2015 the “Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals (CCR) from Electric Utilities”
(CCR Rule) was published in the Federal Register. AECOM has been contracted by TVA to
analyze the Structural Stability of the Bull Run Fossil (BRF) Plant’s CCR surface impoundments
and evaluate compliance with §257.73 of the CCR Rule. Initially, the units at BRF were
determined not to require analysis and compliance with the CCR Rule, but have now been
determined to be pertinent to the CCR Rule.
As required by §257.100(e)(i) of the Final CCR Rule, an initial structural integrity evaluation
was required by April 17, 2018 and must include an initial structural stability assessment
for each inactive existing CCR surface impoundment that meets the conditions of paragraph
(b) as follows:
1.
Has a height of five feet or more and a storage volume of 20 acre-feet or more or
2.
Has a height of 20 feet or more.
Fly Ash Stilling Pond 2C and Main Ash Pond meet both criteria. The Sluice Channel is in the
process of closure and was an incised CCR unit, so the requirements in §257.73 do not apply.
A plan view showing the location of Fly Ash Stilling Pond 2C, Sluice Channel, and Main Ash
Pond is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Ash Pond Complex

2.0

Structural Stability Assessment - §257.73(d)(1)

40 CFR 257.73(d)(1). Periodic structural stability assessments. (1) The owner or operator of the
CCR unit must conduct initial and periodic structural stability assessments and document
whether the design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the CCR unit is consistent
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with recognized and generally accepted good engineering practices for the maximum
volume of CCR and CCR wastewater which can be impounded therein. The assessment
must, at a minimum, document whether the CCR unit has been designed, constructed,
operated, and maintained with:
(i) Stable foundations and abutments;
(ii) Adequate slope protection to protect against surface erosion, wave action, and adverse
effects of sudden drawdown;
(iii) Dikes mechanically compacted to a density sufficient to withstand the range of loading
conditions in the CCR unit;
(iv) Vegetated slopes of dikes and surrounding areas, except for slopes which have an
alternate form or forms of slope protection;
(v) A single spillway or a combination of spillways configured as specified in paragraph
(d)(1)(v)(A) of this section. The combined capacity of all spillways must be designed,
constructed, operated, and maintained to adequately manage flow during and following
the peak discharge from the event specified in paragraph (d)(1)(v)(B) of this section.
(vi) Hydraulic structures underlying the base of the CCR unit or passing through the dike of
the CCR unit that maintain structural integrity and are free of significant deterioration,
deformation, distortion, bedding deficiencies, sedimentation, and debris which may
negatively affect the operation of the hydraulic structure; and
(vii) For CCR units with downstream slopes which can be inundated by the pool of an
adjacent water body, such as a river, stream or lake, downstream slopes that maintain
structural stability during low pool of the adjacent water body or sudden drawdown of the
adjacent water body.

2.1

Foundations and Abutments - §257.73(d)(1)(i)

The Bull Run Fossil Plant (BRF) is located within Anderson County in Clinton, TN. The Clinch
River runs along the western side of the plant and Bull Run Creek, a tributary of the Clinch
River, runs along the southern side of the plant. Accordingly, the majority of the ash pond
complex is underlain by alluvial deposits consisting of silts and clays with varying amounts of
sand. Other areas of the plant are underlain by residual soils resulting from in-place weathering
of the parent Ordovician and Cambrian aged limestone and calcareous shale bedrock
formations.
The foundation of the perimeter dikes of Fly Ash Stilling Pond 2C and Main Ash Pond typically
consist of clay/sand deposits. The foundation of the divider dike between the ponds consists of
sluiced ash. The clay deposits consist of light brown to red-brown, medium stiff to hard, fat clay
(CH) that transitioned to medium stiff or soft lean clay (CL) with varying amounts of sand. The
sand deposits consist of light brown to brown, very loose, medium to coarse grained, clayey
sand (SC) and silty sand (SM). The sluiced ash classified as very loose to loose, silty poorly
graded sand (SM, SP-SM).
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The dike foundations were prepared to provide a stable area for dike embankment fill
placement. The foundation area was cleared of trees, brush, stumps, and roots. Thereafter, soft
materials not suitable for fill were excavated and removed, and the entire foundation area was
compacted with a sheepsfoot roller followed by a smooth drum roller.
A dam assessment and inspection of the Ash Pond Complex, which includes Fly Ash Stilling
Pond 2C, Sluice Channel, and Main Ash Pond at BRF, was completed in 2011 and 2017,
respectively (see references [8] and [15]). Based on the reports, no evidence of structural
weakness of the inspected units was observed. No significant signs of tension cracking,
settlement, depressions, erosion, and/or deformations at the crest, slope and toe of the dikes
were observed. No boils or major uncontrollable seepage areas was observed along slopes or
toes of the dikes. Finally, the stability of the slopes has been confirmed through TVA’s
Instrumentation Program (see reference [11]).
Also, an assessment of seepage for Stilling Pond 2C and Main Ash Pond including an
evaluation of piping potential of the foundation material was performed, and the results of the
assessment were provided in geotechnical evaluation reports dated July 2017 and April 2010,
respectively (see reference [3] and [9]). Seepage analyses were performed at two cross
sections across the Stilling Pond perimeter dike and two cross sections across the Main Ash
Pond perimeter dike using Geoslope, Inc.’s SEEP/W software. As part of that analysis,
horizontal and vertical gradients were determined near the toe of the downstream slope. A
determination of critical, vertical exit gradients was performed following established sources
(including Terzaghi and Peck, USACE EM 1110-2-1901, and USBR Design Standard No. 13
Embankment Dams). Seepage exit gradients determined from the seepage analysis were
compared with the critical gradient to calculate a safety factor against piping. For the analyzed
cross sections, the minimum computed safety factor against piping was recorded at 4.0.
Seepage conditions have been analyzed in accordance with acceptable methodologies. All
seepage modeling performed indicated a factor of safety against piping of greater than 3, which
exceeds the requirement of 3.0 stated in USACE EM 1110-2-1901. Based on existing analytical
data and results, the existing embankments and foundation materials are performing acceptably
in regard to piping and heave potential in comparison to current criteria. Further, no physical or
visual evidence of piping, heave, or uplift has been observed during multiple visits to the site
between 2016 and 2017.

2.2

Slope Protection - §257.73(d)(ii)

The slopes along the perimeter dikes are generally protected with either dense grass or riprap;
no trees or large, bushy vegetation are present on the slopes.
No additional slope protection is required since there is adequate freeboard during the
1,000-year, 6-hour storm event (reported at 4.85-ft and 8.77-ft for Main Ash Pond and Stilling
Pond 2C, respectively in the hydrology and hydraulics report; see reference [7]).
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Embankment Dike Compaction - §257.73(d)(1)(iii)

Construction documents (see references [14]) indicate that the materials used to construct both
the original perimeter dike and the raised dike for Fly Ash Stilling Pond 2C and Main Ash Pond
were mechanically compacted. The perimeter dikes were designed to be constructed of fill
materials from an approved earth borrow area. No muck, sod, roots, brush, construction debris,
or other unsuitable materials were allowed to be included in the fill. The fill materials were to be
spread in layers of loose thickness to achieve a compacted layer thickness of about 6 inches
using a roller compacter. Surfaces where earthfill was to be placed were scarified to achieve
bond between compacted layers.
Geotechnical investigations by Stantec (see reference [9]) of the perimeter dike encountered
materials with standard penetration test (SPT) blow count values indicating compactive effort.
During the inspection completed in March 2017, no instabilities, erosion, or depressions were
found on the dike interior or exterior slopes. And no settlement/cracking, rutting, or lateral
displacement of the dike crests were noted.

2.4

Vegetated Slopes - §257.73(d)(1)(iv)

The slopes of the dikes and divider dikes that form the Stilling Pond 2C and Main Ash Pond
have been maintained with either dense grass or riprap; no trees or large, bushy vegetation are
present on the slopes.

2.5

Spillway Capacity - §257.73(d)(1)(v)

Per §257.73(d)(1)(v),
(A) All spillways must be either:
(1) Of non-erodible construction and designed to carry sustained flows; or
(2) Earth- or grass-lined and designed to carry short-term, infrequent flows at nonerosive velocities where sustained flows are not expected.
(B) The combined capacity of all spillways must adequately manage flow during and
following the peak discharge from a:
(1) Probable maximum flood (PMF) for a high hazard potential CCR surface
impoundment; or
(2) 1000-year flood for a significant hazard potential CCR surface impoundment; or
(3) 100-year flood for a low hazard potential CCR surface impoundment.
2.5.1

Spillway Capacity at Sustained Flows - §257.73(d)(1)(v)(A)

Main Ash Pond does not have any spillway features. Stilling Pond 2C uses three reinforced
concrete pipe (RCP) spillway risers. During normal operating conditions, the RCP spillways are
used to discharge sustained flows from Stilling Pond 2C to the Clinch River.
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The spillways are constructed of reinforced concrete which is a non-erodible material that is
resistant to the flow of water. According to the hydrologic and hydraulic (H&H) study completed
in 2017 (see reference [7]), the spillway is adequate to carry the sustained flows.
2.5.2

Spillway Capacity at Peak Discharge - §257.73(d)(1)(v)(B)

Based on a hazard assessment (see reference [11]), Stilling Pond 2C has been classified as a
significant hazard potential. Therefore, the combined capacity of all spillways in Stilling Pond
2C must adequately manage flow during and following the peak discharge from a 1000-year
flood.
According to the Hydrology & Hydraulics study completed in 2017 (see reference [7]), the
combined capacity of the spillways is adequate to manage the flow during and following the
peak discharge from a 1000-year flood.

2.6

Hydraulic Structures - §257.73(d)(1)(vi)

Currently, a process water ditch (conveyance ditch) begins at a concrete inlet at the far
upstream end. The conveyance ditch receives non-CCR process water from the plant. The
conveyance ditch runs approximately 5,800 feet to the Main Ash Pond. The conveyance ditch
also collects stormwater flows from the Bottom Ash Disposal Area, the Gypsum Disposal Area,
and the closed Sluice Ditch. To pass flow underneath access roads, two sets of pipes were
constructed as part of the conveyance ditch. A set of three 48-inch diameter HDPE culvert
pipes were used to pass flow underneath the access road near the southeast corner of the
Bottom Ash Disposal area. A set of four 48-inch diameter HDPE culvert pipes were used to
pass flow underneath the access road within the northeast corner of the Main Ash Pond.
In addition to the flows carried by the conveyance ditch, the Main Ash Pond receives stormwater
from direct rainfall and stormwater from the Gypsum Stack via two riser pipes with HDPE outlets
into the north side of the Main Ash Pond.
The Stilling Pond 2C receives flow from the Main Ash Pond via a rock-lined channel, roughly
20-feet wide, with a concrete weir spanning the width of the channel that creates a surface
water differential of about 0.5-feet. The Stilling Pond 2C also receives direct rainfall.
All of the flow is discharged through the existing spillways in Stilling Pond 2C. The spillways
consist of three reinforced concrete riser structures fitted with a steel weir ring and skimmer at
approximately elevation 800-feet. Each riser outlets into three separate 36-inch diameter
reinforced concrete pipes that discharge into the Clinch River.
The hydraulic structures that have an impact on the structural integrity of the CCR units are the
riser structures in the Stilling Pond 2C and their outlet pipes that run underneath the perimeter
dike. Other hydraulic structures at BRF do not directly impact the structural integrity of the CCR
units.
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Pipes

The existing outlet pipes under the perimeter dike between Stilling Pond 2C and the Clinch
River have been inspected via camera. The video inspection was completed prior to the spillway
modification project completed in 2011. The interior of the outlet pipes were generally in good
condition with some minor to moderate deposit encrustation (see Appendix B showing an
image from the video inspection of the middle outlet pipe). Minimal joint leaking was also noted
in the outlet pipes. Evaluation of the video recordings showed a clear pathway for the water flow
without any significant obstruction or debris present inside the outlet pipes. Visual inspections of
the dikes where pipes pass through do not show any signs of deformation. The pipes have
been evaluated for buckling stability for two different limit states: usual loading conditions
associated with regularly occurring pool levels and unusual loading conditions associated with
the design flood event. All associated calculations, including the structure’s geometry and
material properties are included in Appendix A. The pipes satisfy the stability checks for the
limit states considered. Also, in the Stilling Pond Closure Plan (AECOM drawing 10W524-09),
the outlet pipes will be slip lined using cured-in-place (CIPP) lining. The liner will seal the pipe
joints and add a layer of protection against leakage.
2.6.2

Spillway - Vertical Risers

The spillway consisting of three 48” RCP vertical risers is located at the northwest end of Stilling
Pond 2C. The original construction drawings used to determine the dimension of the vertical
risers and are referenced in Appendix A. The risers were all constructed similarly. Each riser is
founded on a reinforced concrete pad (6.5ft wide x 6.5ft long x1.5ft deep). A reinforced
concrete junction box (6ft wide x 6ft long x 4ft tall) with 12” wall thickness is attached to the
foundation. Two feet lengths of 48” diameter Class III RCP were stacked on the junction box to
raise the risers to their current elevations. Construction documents state that pipe joints were to
be grouted to form stable and water-tight connections. Each riser was covered with a skimmer
composed of a 5-feet section of 120” diameter galvanized CMP with interior steel angle bracing.
Water flows east to west via three 36” diameter RCPs that extend from the junction box of the
risers under the perimeter dike and discharges into the Clinch River. The outlet pipes are
approximately 118-feet long.
The spillways were modified in 2011 to lower the water level to an approximate elevation of
800 ft (see references [17]). The top three concrete pipe sections were removed from each
spillway. The remaining concrete riser was encased in reinforced concrete which sealed the
joint between the junction box and riser. The concrete jacket was attached to the existing box
structure using rebar dowels. A stainless steel weir ring was added to the top of the modified
spillways. The skimmer hoods rest on the weir ring. The spillways were stabilized by placing an
18” thick riprap layer around them.
During the site inspection on March of 2017 (see reference [15]), photographs were taken
showing the condition of the spillway inlet. The spillway risers were accessed via an adjacent
boardwalk. No deterioration was observed at the base of the CMP skimmers. Surface rusts
were present on the CMP skimmers and associated steel bracings. There were no apparent
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deteriorations or obstructions to water flow from the top of the risers. Photo 9 in the inspection
report shows the typical condition of the risers.
The riser structures were evaluated for two different limit states. The first limit state is
associated with regularly occurring pool levels (usual loading conditions). The critical condition
for floatation of the riser structures occurs when the pool level is near the top of the riser
structures but does not flow over. It was assumed that the riser structures were not filled with
water. The buoyant force was applied at the bottom of the foundation. The critical condition for
bearing capacity occurs when the risers are filled with water. Sliding and overturning moment
were not checked for this limit state because the structure is subjected to equalized hydrostatic
pressure.
The second limit state is associated with loading under the 1000-year flood event (unusual
loading conditions). Evaluation for this flood event is required for a structure defined to have a
significant hazard potential per CCR Rule. It has been determined that the 1000-year flood
event will not overtop the pond dikes, so there will be no stream flow against the side of the riser
structures that will cause instability issues. For informational purposes, analyses were
completed using the maximum water flow velocity for which the structural stability of the riser
structures was satisfied.
The shear and maximum moment in the outlet pipes were also checked for both limit states
described above. All associated calculations, including structure geometry and material
properties are included in Appendix A. The risers and pipes satisfy all strength and stability
checks for the limit states considered. Thus, no rehabilitation is required at this time.

2.7

Sudden Drawdown - §257.73(d)(1)(vii)

Fly Ash Stilling Pond 2C and Main Ash Pond will not experience the sudden drawdown
condition because the 100-yr. floodplain of the Clinch River and Bull Run Creek does not
inundate the perimeter dikes.

3.0

Conclusion

Based on the results of the initial structural stability assessment, Fly Ash Stilling Pond 2C and
Main Ash Pond meet the requirements of the CCR Rule as discussed in Section 2.0.
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Discussion
The following calculations detail the structural stability assessm ent for the existing riser structures in Stilling Pond
2C at Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Bull Run Fossil Plant (B RF). The calculations were completed in
accordance with United States Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) requirem ents under the H azardous and
Solid Waste Managem ent System; Disposal of C oal Combustion Residuals (CCR) from Electric Utilities
[RIN-250-AE81; FRL-9149-4] (EPA Final CCR Rule) sect ion 257.73(d).

References
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

TVA-CCR Rule Tem plate 257.73 (d).
Existing drawings listed under Riser and skim mer geometry.
AECOM Geotechnical Report Stilling Pond Dike Evaluation Bull Run Fossil Plant, July 2017.
USACE EM 1110-2-2100, Stability Analysis of Concrete Struc tures, D ecem ber 2005.
USACE EM 1110-1-1905, Bearing Capacity of Soils, October 1992.

Material Properties and Geometry
The material properties and geom etry defined below are determined using TVA CCR rule tem plate 257.73(d), existing
project drawings, geotechnical data report, historical data, and engineering judgem ent.

Soil properties
Unit weight of water

γw := 62.4pcf

Unit weight of foundation soil

γs := 100pcf

Friction angle of foundation soil

ϕs := 26°
cs := 0psf

Cohesion of foundation soil

Concrete material properties
Reference TVA CCR Rule 257.73(d), 2.1.1
γc := 150pcf
Unit weight of concrete
νc := 0.2
Poisson's ratio
Unconfined compressive strength
Shear strength

fc := 3000psi
τc := 0.10⋅ fc = 300 psi

Class A concrete

2
3

Static tensile strength

 fc 
ft := 1.7psi⋅ 
 = 353.614 ⋅ psi
 psi 

Dynamic tensile strength

ftd := 1.5 ⋅ ft = 530.421 psi

Instantaneous elastic modulus

Ec := 57000 ⋅ fc⋅ psi = 3122.019⋅ ksi
Ecs := 0.70⋅ Ec = 2185.413⋅ ksi

Sustained elastic modulus

Reinforcing steel material properties
Reference TVA CCR Rule 257.73(d), 2.1.1
fy := 60ksi
Yield strength
Es := 29000ksi
Elastic m odulus
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Riser and skimmer geometry
Reference:
1.) TVA, Ash Disposal Spillway Standard Drawing No. 10N282 dated APR-10-1975.
2.) TVA, Weir for Ash Disposal Spillway Standard Drawing No. 10N283 dated APR-10-1975.
3.) AECOM, Outfall 001 Spillway Details Drawing No. 10W281-11 dated AU G-3-2011.

Figure 1: Spillway Section from 10W281-11
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Riser geometry
Top elevation of riser structure
Bottom elevation (at top of foundation)

ELtop := 798.8ft (not including weir/skimm er)
ELbot := 792.56ft

Height of water outside (from top of foundation)

Hstructure := ELtop − ELbot = 6.24 ft
Hwo := Hstructure + 2ft = 8.24 ft

Foundation - width of footing

Bftg := 6.5ft

Foundation - length of footing

Lftg := 6.5ft
D ftg := 1.5ft

Height of structure

Foundation - depth of footing

3

Foundation - weight

V ftg := Bftg⋅ Lftg⋅ D ftg = 63.375 ⋅ ft
Wftg := V ftg⋅ γc = 9.506⋅ kip

Junction box - external width

Bbox := 6.0ft

Junction box - wall thickness

t box := 1.0ft

Junction box - height

hbox := 4.0ft

Foundation - volum e

Junction box - weight

V box := Bbox − Bbox − 2 ⋅ t box

Wbox := V box⋅ γc = 12⋅ kip

Riser pipe - inner diameter

ID rsr := 4.0ft

Riser pipe - thickness

t rsr := 4.0in

Riser pipe - outer diam eter

ODrsr := ID rsr + 2 ⋅ trsr = 4.667 ft
hrsr := 2ft

2

Junction box - volume

Riser pipe - total height
Riser pipe - cross sectional area
Riser pipe surrounded with reinforced concrete
Riser pipe - volume
Riser pipe - weight

(

)  ⋅ hbox = 80⋅ ft
2

3

π
2
2
2
Arsr := ⋅  ODrsr − ID rsr  = 4.538 ft


4
π
2
2
2
Arsrc := Bbox − ⋅ ODrsr = 18.896 ft
4

(

)

3

V rsr := Arsr + Arsrc ⋅ hrsr = 46.867 ⋅ ft
Wrsr := V rsr⋅ γc = 7.03⋅ kip

1000 Corporate Centre Dr.
One Corporate Center, Suite 250
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Skimmer geometry

Figure 2: Top View of Skimmer from 10W281-11

Figure 3: Weir Detail from 10W281-11
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Weir ring - 1/4 in stainless steel plate, type 430
unit weight γss := 10psf; height hss := 1.4975ft; length l ss := 13.679ft; weight Wwr1 := γss⋅ hss⋅ lss = 204.843 lbf
Weir ring - three 1" diam eter leveling bolts
quantity q b := 3; unit weight γb := 2.7plf; length lbolt := 2ft; weight Wwr2 := q b ⋅ γb⋅ lbolt = 16.2 lbf
Weir ring - three L6x6x3/4 angles
quantity q a := 3; unit weight γa := 28.7plf; length l a := 6in; weight Wwr3 := q a⋅ γa⋅ la = 43.05 lbf
Skim mer - 120" diam eter 12 gauge corrugated metal pipe
unit weight γcmp := 183plf; length lcmp := 5ft; weight Ws1 := γcmp⋅ lcmp = 915 lbf
Skim mer - L2.5x2.5x3/8 angle
unit weight γa1 := 5.9plf; length la1 := 23ft; weight Ws2 := γa1⋅ l a1 = 135.7 lbf
Skim mer - L3x3x3/8 angle
unit weight γa2 := 7.2plf; length la2 := 67ft; weight Ws3 := γa2⋅ l a2 = 482.4 lbf
Skim mer - L4x4x3/8 angle
unit weight γa3 := 9.8plf; length la3 := 8ft; weight Ws4 := γa3⋅ la3 = 78.4 lbf
Weight of skimm er and weir ring plus 1% for miscellaneous steel

(

)

Wskmr := ( 1 + 1%) ⋅ Wwr1 + Wwr2 + Wwr3 + Ws1 + Ws2 + Ws3 + Ws4 = 1.894⋅ kip

1000 Corporate Centre Dr.
One Corporate Center, Suite 250
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Floatation Stability - Usual Load Condition
Floatation stability evaluation is based on current criteria published in U.S. Arm y Corps of Engineers (USAC E)
EM 1110-2-2100, Stability Analysis of C oncrete Structures. For f loatat ion stability, the following m inim um
allowable safety factors for the usual and unusual loading conditions are required.
Table 1: Float ation Stabil it y Minimum Allowable Factor of Safety
Load Condition

Minimum allowable factor of safety
FSFL_u := 1.3
FSFL_un := 1.2

Usual Load Condition
Unusual Load Condition

Weight of water contained within structure

Ws := Wftg + Wbox + Wrsr + Wskmr = 30.431 ⋅ kip
Wc := 0kip
(Assum e worse case with no water in structure)

Surcharge loads
Weight of water above top surface of structure

S := 0kip
WG := 0kip

Calculate uplift force
Weight of water displaced by foundation

Wwd_ftg := γw⋅ V ftg = 3.955⋅ kip

Weight of structure

Weight of water displaced by junction box

2

Wwd_box := γw⋅ Bbox ⋅ hbox = 8.986⋅ kip

Weight of water displaced by riser pipe &
2

Uplift force

Wwd_rsr := γw⋅ Bbox ⋅ hrsr = 4.493⋅ kip
U := Wwd_ftg + Wwd_box + Wwd_rsr = 17.433⋅ kip

Floatation stability safety factor

FSFL :=

concrete spillway structure extension

Ws + Wc + S
U − WG

Check floatation safety factor for Usual Load Condition
checkFSFL :=

"Satisfactory" if FSFL ≥ FSFL_u

= "Satisfactory"

"No Good" otherwise

1000 Corporate Centre Dr.
One Corporate Center, Suite 250
Franklin, Tennessee 37067
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Bearing Capacity - Usual Load Condition
The bearing capacity evaluation is based on current criteria published in U.S. Arm y Corps of Engineers (USAC E)
EM 1110-2-2100, Stability Analysis of C oncrete Structures. For bearing capacity, the following minimum
allowable safety factors for the usual and unusual loading conditions are required.
Table 2: Bearing Capac ity Minim um Allowable Factor of Safety
Load Condition

Minimum allowable factor of safety
FSBC_u := 3.0
FSBC_un := 2.6

Usual Load Condition
Unusual Load Condition

Recall foundation soil param eters
Unit weight of foundation soil
Friction angle of foundation soil
Cohesion of foundation soil
Recall foundation dim ensions
Foundation - width of footing
Foundation - length of footing
Foundation - depth of footing

γs = 100⋅ pcf
ϕs = 26⋅ °
cs = 0 ⋅ psf
Bftg = 6.5 ft
Lftg = 6.5 ft
D ftg = 1.5 ft

Depth from ground surface to water

D := 794.5ft − ELbot + D ftg = 3.44 ft
D w := 0ft

Inclined load angle

θ := 0°

Depth to base of foundation

Bearing Capacity and Correction Factors based on USACE EM 1110-1-1905, Table 4-3
2
ϕs 

N ϕ := tan 45° +
 = 2.561
2 


( )

π⋅ tan ϕ s

N q := N ϕ⋅ e
= 11.854
N c := N q − 1 ⋅ cot ϕs = 22.254
N γ := N q − 1 ⋅ tan 1.4 ⋅ ϕs = 8.002

(
(

) ( )
) (
)

Shape factors
Bftg
Bftg
= 1.512 ; wedge ζγs := 1 + 0.1 ⋅ N ϕ⋅
= 1.256 ;
cohesion ζcs := 1 + 0.2 ⋅ N ϕ⋅
Lftg
Lftg
Bftg
= 1.256
surcharge ζqs := 1 + 0.1 ⋅ N ϕ⋅
Lftg
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Bearing Capacity - Usual Load Condition (continued)
Inclined loading factors
2

2

2

θ 
θ 
θ 
= 1 ; wedge ζγi :=  1 −
= 1 ; surcharge ζqi :=  1 −
=1
cohesion ζci :=  1 −


90° 
ϕs
ϕs 





Foundation depth factors
1

1

2 D
2 D
cohesion ζcd := 1 + 0.2 ⋅ N ϕ ⋅
= 1.169 ; wedge ζγd := 1 + 0.1 ⋅ N ϕ ⋅
= 1.085 ;
Bftg
Bftg
1
2 D
= 1.085
surcharge ζqd := 1 + 0.1 ⋅ N ϕ ⋅
Bftg
Correction factors

cohesion ζc := ζcs ⋅ ζci⋅ ζcd = 1.768 ; wedge ζγ := ζγs⋅ ζγi⋅ ζγd = 1.362 ; surcharge ζq := ζqs ⋅ ζqi⋅ ζqd = 1.362
Ultimate bearing capacity

(

(

Net bearing capacity

)

(

)

1
q u := cs⋅ N c⋅ ζc + ⋅ Bftg⋅ γs − γw ⋅ N γ⋅ ζγ + γs − γw ⋅ D ⋅ N q ⋅ ζq = 3.421⋅ ksf
2
q net := qu − γs − γw ⋅ D = 3.292⋅ ksf

)

Ws = 30.431 ⋅ kip
Weight of water contained within structure (Assume worst case with water filled in structure)
Weight of structure

Weight of water inside junction box
Weight of water inside riser

(

)

Total weight of water contained in structure
Total applied pressure (ignoring uplift pressure)

WC := Wwc_box + Wwc_rsr = 5.562⋅ kip
Ws + WC
q applied :=
= 0.852⋅ ksf
Bftg⋅ Lftg
q net
FSBC :=
= 3.86 m ust be ≥ FSBC_u = 3
q applied

Bearing capacity safety factor

Check bearing capacity for Usual Load Condition
checkFSBC :=

2

Wwc_box := γw⋅ Bbox − 2 ⋅ tbox ⋅ hbox = 3.994⋅ kip
π
2
Wwc_rsr := γw⋅ ⋅ ID rsr ⋅ hrsr = 1.568⋅ kip
4

"Satisfactory" if FSBC ≥ FSBC_u

= "Satisfactory"

"No Good" otherwise
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Sliding Stability- Unusual Load Condition
The sliding stability evaluation is based on current criteria published in U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
EM 1110-2-2100, Stability Analysis of C oncrete Structures. For sliding stability, the f ollowing m inim um
allowable safety factors for the usual and unusual loading conditions are required.
Table 3: Sliding Stability Mini mum Allowable Factor of Safety
Load Condition

Minimum allowable factor of safety
FSSL_u := 2.0
FSSL_un := 1.5

Usual Load Condition
Unusual Load Condition

Calculate lateral drag force on side of riser structure. For subm erged condition, the riser is assumed to be
subjected to flood water flow.
ft
Assumed maximum flood water velocity V max := 6
s
Drag coefficient
CD := 1.25
ρ := 1.937

Density of water

(USACE - drag coefficient not less than 1.25)

slug
3

ft
Height of riser structure with skimm er

Heff := Hstructure + 3ft = 9.24 ft (skim mer top is 3' above riser top)

Frontal area (face of riser)
2

Afa := Bbox ⋅ hbox + B box⋅ hrsr + 10ft⋅ l cmp = 86 ft
1
2
FD := CD ⋅ ρ⋅ V max ⋅ Afa = 3.748⋅ kip
Lateral drag force on riser
2
Normal force

FN := Ws + WC + S + WG − U = 18.56⋅ kip

Sliding stability safety factor

FSSL :=

( )

cs⋅ B ftg⋅ Lftg + FN ⋅ tan ϕs
FD

Check sliding stability for Unusual Load Condition
checkFSSL :=

"Satisfactory" if FSSL ≥ FSSL_un

= "Satisfactory"

"No Good" otherwise

1000 Corporate Centre Dr.
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Overturning Stability- Unusual Load Condition
The overturning stability evaluation is based on current criteria published in U.S. Arm y Corps of Engineers
(USACE) EM 1110-2-2100, Stability Analysis of Concrete Struc tures. For overturning stabil ity, t he following
criteria for the usual and unusual loading conditions are required.
Table 4: Overturning Stability Acceptance criteria
Load Condition
Usual Load Condition
Unusual Load Condition

Accept ance criteria
100% base in compression
75% base in compression, resultant within base

Overturning mom ent due to lateral drag force
Eccentricity (resultant from center of foundation)

check if eccentricity is within middle 1/3 of foundation
checkecc :=

"100% base in compression" if ecc ≤

Heff
M D := FD ⋅
= 17.316 ⋅ ft⋅ kip
2
MD
ecc :=
= 0.933 ft
FN
Bftg
= 1.083 ft
6

Bftg

= "100% base in compression"

6

"Less than 100% base in compression" otherwise
B ftg
M o := −MD + FN ⋅
= 43.002⋅ ft⋅ kip
2
Mo
Resultant distance from toe of riser
xR :=
= 2.317 ft
FN
xR
Resultant ratio
xR_ratio :=
= 0.356
Bftg
Base area in com pression (USACE EM 1110-2-2502, Figure 4-4) basec := 3 ⋅ xR_ratio = 107⋅ %
Sum m om ents about toe of riser

Check overturning percent base in compression acceptance criteria for Unusual Load Condition
checkbasec :=

"Satisfactory" if basec ≥ 75%

= "Satisfactory"

"No Good" otherwise
Check overturning resultant acceptance criteria for Unusual Load Condition
checkrslt :=

"Satisfactory, resultant within base" if 0ft ≤ xR ≤ Bftg
"No good, resultant outside base" otherwise

1000 Corporate Centre Dr.
One Corporate Center, Suite 250
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Bearing Capacity - Unusual Load Condition
Maxim um bearing pressure for ecc >

Bftg

Q max :=

6

2 ⋅ FN

 Bftg

3 ⋅ Lftg⋅ 
− ecc
 2


= 0.822⋅ ksf

q net
FSbc :=
= 4.01 m ust be ≥ FSBC_un = 2.6
Q max

Bearing capacity safety factor

Check bearing capacity for Unusual Load Condition
checkFSbc :=

"Satisfactory" if FSbc ≥ FSBC_un

= "Satisfactory"

"No Good" otherwise

Check Riser Does Not Tip Over - Unusual Load Condition
Overturning mom ent due to lateral drag force

 Heff 
M o_LD := FD ⋅ 
 = 17.316⋅ ft⋅ kip
 2 

Resisting m oment from weight of riser and skim mer

(

)

M r := Wskmr + Wrsr ⋅

ODrsr
2

= 20.824 ⋅ ft⋅ kip

Check riser does not tip over for Unusual Load Condition
checkriser :=

"Satisfactory, riser does not tip over" if Mr ≥ Mo_LD
"No Good" otherwise

1000 Corporate Centre Dr.
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Check Shear and Maximum Moment in Risers - Unusual Load Condition
Define load and resistance factors based on ACI 350 (conservatively use plain concrete values)
shear reduction factor ϕc := 0.55; bending m om ent reduction factor ϕb := 0.55
load factor for fluids FL := 1.4
Maxim um factored shear load
Shear capacity of riser
check shear capacity

V u := FL⋅ FD = 5.247⋅ kip
V c := ϕc⋅ 0.10⋅ fc⋅ Arsr = 107.819 ⋅ kip
checkV c :=

"Satisfactory" if V c ≥ V u

= "Satisfactory"

"No good" otherwise
Maxim um factored m oment load

M u := FL⋅ M o_LD = 24.243 ⋅ ft⋅ kip
π

Section m odulus of riser

Sx_rsr :=

⋅  ODrsr − ID rsr

64 

4

ODrsr

4



3

= 4.592⋅ ft

2

Mom ent capacity in compression M cc := ϕb ⋅ fc⋅ Sx_rsr = 1091.03 ⋅ ft⋅ kip
M ct := ϕb ⋅ ft ⋅ Sx_rsr = 128.601 ⋅ ft⋅ kip
Mom ent capacity in tension
check m oment capacity

checkM c :=

(

)

"Satisfactory" if min M cc , Mct ≥ M u
"No good" otherwise
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Check Shear and Maximum Moment in Pipes - Usual Condition
Inner diam eter of pipe, ID p := 36in

Wall thickness of pipe, t wp := 4in
π
2
2
2
Area of pipe, Ap := ⋅  ODp − ID p  = 3.491 ft


4

Outer diameter of pipe, ODp := ID p + 2 ⋅ t wp = 44⋅ in

Unit weight of dike embankment, γemb := 120pcf
Height of dike embankment, Hemb := 15ft
Depth from top of dike to water level, dw := 10.7ft (top of dike at EL 811' , norm al pool at EL 800.3')
Vertical arching fact or, VAF := 1.45
Effective length of pipe, Le := 1ft
kip
Load due to earth pressure, We := VAF⋅ γemb⋅ ODp ⋅ Hemb = 9.57⋅
ft
Force from earth pressure, FW_e := We⋅ Le = 9.57⋅ kip

(

)

kip
Load due to water, WD := γw⋅ ODp ⋅ Hemb − dw = 0.984⋅
ft
Force from water, FD_p := WD ⋅ Le = 0.984⋅ kip
Mom ent load due to earth pressure, M o_Fwe :=
Mom ent load due to water, M o_Fdp :=

WD ⋅ Le
8

We⋅ Le

2

= 1.196⋅ ft⋅ kip

8

2

= 0.123⋅ ft⋅ kip

Define load and resistance factors based on ACI 350 (conservatively use plain concrete values)
shear reduction factor ϕc = 0.55 ; bending mom ent reduction factor ϕb = 0.55
Maxim um factored shear load
Shear capacity of pipe
check shear capacity

(

)

checkV c_p :=

"Satisfactory" if V c_p ≥ V u_p

V u_p := max 1.4 ⋅ FD_p , 1.2 ⋅ FD_p + 1.6 ⋅ FW_e = 16.493⋅ kip
V c_p := ϕc⋅ 0.10⋅ fc⋅ Ap = 82.938⋅ kip
= "Satisfactory"

"No good" otherwise
Maxim um factored m oment load

(

)

M u_p := max 1.4 ⋅ Mo_Fdp , 1.2 ⋅ Mo_Fdp + 1.6 ⋅ Mo_Fwe = 2.062⋅ ft⋅ kip
⋅  ODp − ID p
64 
π

Sx_p :=

Section m odulus of riser

4

4

ODp



3

= 2.671⋅ ft

2

Mom ent capacity in compression M cc_p := ϕb ⋅ fc⋅ Sx_p = 634.602 ⋅ ft⋅ kip
Mom ent capacity in tension
M ct_p := ϕb ⋅ ft ⋅ Sx_p = 74.801 ⋅ ft⋅ kip
check m oment capacity
checkM c_p :=

(

)

"Satisfactory" if min Mcc_p , M ct_p ≥ M u_p
"No good" otherwise
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Check Shear and Maximum Moment in Pipes - Unusual Condition
Depth from top of dike to water level, dw_un := 3ft (top of dike at EL 811' , flood pool at EL 808')
(Conservatively assum es 3' freeboard)
kip
Load due to water, WD_un := γw⋅ ODp⋅ Hemb − dw_un = 2.746⋅
ft

(

)

Force from water, FD_p_un := WD_un⋅ Le = 2.746⋅ kip
Mom ent load due to earth pressure, M o_Fwe = 1.196⋅ ft⋅ kip
Mo mend load due to water, Mo_Fdp_un :=

WD_un⋅ Le

2

8

= 0.343⋅ ft⋅ kip

Define load and resistance factors based on ACI 350 (conservatively use plain concrete values)
shear reduction factor ϕc = 0.55 ; bending mom ent reduction factor ϕb = 0.55
Maxim um factored shear load
Shear capacity of pipe

(

checkV c_p_un :=

check shear capacity

)

V u_p_un := max 1.4 ⋅ FD_p_un , 1.2 ⋅ FD_p_un + 1.6 ⋅ FW_e = 18.607 ⋅ kip
V c_p = 82.938 ⋅ kip
"Satisfactory" if V c_p ≥ V u_p_un
"No good" otherwise

Maxim um factored m oment load
M u_p_un := max 1.4 ⋅ M o_Fdp_un , 1.2 ⋅ Mo_Fdp_un + 1.6 ⋅ M o_Fwe = 2.326⋅ ft⋅ kip

(

)

Mom ent capacity in compression M cc_p = 634.602 ⋅ ft⋅ kip
Mom ent capacity in tension

M ct_p = 74.801⋅ ft⋅ kip

check m oment capacity
checkM c_p_un :=

(

)

"Satisfactory" if min M cc_p , Mct_p ≥ Mu_p_un
"No good" otherwise
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APPENDIX B
IMAGES

Image 1. Video inspection of outlet pipe from middle riser in Stilling Pond 2C, view
looking towards spillway riser showing minor encrustation and minimal leaking.

